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UNDER THE NEW RELrEFlhappened to the

monetary

bill

bill on whose terms house and sen- which has been the subject of bit-

ate conferees agreed Friday, the ter debate in congress for some
WPA federal theatre project time. But at this moment it seems
passed out of ex- likely that the bill will be talked
istence at mid- to death. Unless extended the prenight Friday. sident's power to further devalue
That project was the dollar will expire this midoriginated a n U night, and several Republican sendefended on the ators have indicated their intenground that . tt tion to talk freely and volumin-1
w o u I d provJde . ously on the bill, with the prosemployment for pect that there can be no vote
thousands of act~ taken before the deadline.
ors and playwrights, and that
WHEN EUROPEAN NATIONS
those persons are , devalued their currency we followentitled, equa!ly 1ed suit. The announced purpose of
Davies
with those en- deva1uation was to restore prices
gaged in other callings, to have\ to their former level. But the reoccupation provided for them, action did not justify the predicwhen circumstances over which tions. Prices advanced, after a
they had no control threw them , while, but not more greatly or
out of work. Undu that project! more suddenly than they had
a few excellent plays have been: done on other occasions without
written and produced, but the devaluation. And, while there has
bulk of the output has been un- 1been no further change in the
adu~terated propaganda directed I theoretical gold content of the
agamst the very system of gov- dollar, prices have fluctuated
ernment under which the financ much as they did before. Just
ing of the project was made pos- what effect devaluation has had
sible. In other words, the Ameri- on prices nobody knows. But we
can government paid out the have abundant experience to show I
good money of the taxpayers to that persistent and continued de-,
pay writers and actors for pre- valuation does increase prices to
senting to the public material de- a fantastic degree, and surely we
risive of the American system of do not wish to repeat in this
government, staged in the name country the experience that Gerof art. In this comment I do not many had with the mark.
refer at all to the honest drama*
tic presentation of the point of
A PECULIAR ~'EATURE OF
view of the Communist, the F'as- the dollar situation is that accist, or what not. But ff the cur- ' cording to some authorities,' even
rent, and, I believe, unbiased re- though the president's authority to
views of the plays presented by/ devalue the dollar be not extendt~e federal theatre are to be
ed in set terms, the president may
d1ted, most of that stuff lack~d still buy foreign gold at whatever
~ramatic merit and its out~tand- 1price he chooses to pay for it,
mg feature was the expresswn of and exchange American paper
contempt of and' hostility toward dollars for it. The effect of this,
the American government and its if he should increase the price of
institutions.
gold from $35 per ounce to some
*
higher figure, would seem to be
I HAVE NO DOUBT THAT IT the equivalent of devaluing thel
was this feature which induced dollar. That brings up the sub~ongress to discontinue the pr~- ject of foreign exchange, a sub-1
Ject rather than the fact that 1t ject about which J. P. Morgan
was costing considerable money. once said that he knew very litConcerning the finding of em- tle. In that respect I resemble
ployment for writers and actors Mr. Morgan.
in their chosen calling, I am re* *
minded of the man who, in
OUT THIS TIME OF THE
summer when work was plen
,
over one a sort
begged from house to house ex- of hankering
plaining that he could find no and I suppose that one of these
work in his own occupation. When days I shall yield to that yearnasked what that occupation was ing and pick up and go, to the
he replied that he was a snow- woods, to a lake, where, if
shoveler. The fact is that even choose, I can forget civilization
in the p~ak of prosperity there jfor a few days and revert to my
have always been more would-be original savagery. But whether I
actors and dramatists unemploy- go before or after, I shall make it
ed than employed. Fascinated by a point to be home on July 11, for
what they conceive to be the that is election day, and I in- I
glamor of the theatre, thousands tend to vote if I am living and
are attracted to it who have no able to navigate. There have been
business in or near it except as elections in which I have taken
paying spectators. But the lure only slight interest, but this one
of the stage has held those thous- I regard as vital. Unless the three
ands as close to its magic circle initiated measures are defeated
as they could get, and they have the entire economy of the state
remained, often in stark poverty, will be demoralized. Burdensome
hoping that some day they would taxes will be levied on everyone
have opportunity to display the under the mistaken notion that
talent which they believed they there will be realized a fund sufpossessed. If the government is to ficient to pay increased old age
provide theatrical work for all pensions. Any reasonable analy- I
who believe themselves fitted for sis of 'the bills will show that the I
it, it may as well double the re- amount realized will fall far short
lief appropriations.
of that required, and in the pro* *
cess every transaction involving .
IN STRICT CONFIDENCE
the exchange of a dollar will be
pass on to readePS the fact that taxed and retaxed in a.n an_io~nt
these paragraphs, which are to beyond estimate. I am satisfied
appear in the Sunday Herald, are l that those measures will be debeing written on Friday after- teated, but their mere defeat wil
noon because of mechanical rea- not be enough. They should be desons which make that course con- feated by such an overwhelming
venient. Therefore comment on vote that no such measures will
things scheduled for the time be- ever be proposed again. Therefore,
tween writing and publication though I enjoy a vacation as well
must be made with caution. At as the next man, I shall be here
this hour I can't say what has I and ready to vote on July 11.
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I HAVE WRITTEN OFTEN
about the rose beetle, a familiar
and in tolerable pest which there
seems to be no way to control, once
it gets started, other than by handP i c k i n g or its
equivalent~ shaking the bugs- off
onto a, c I o t h
spread
on the
ground a r o u n d
the bush. I have
b e e n interested
in the life his·
tory of this pest,
and by, watching
it and browsing
through
several
reference
books
I am able to
p i e c e together
several bits of
Davies
information. This
beetle pierces the rose bud with
its long snout, an operation which
may be observed if one remains
quiet. In the cavity thus made an
egg is placed, but there seems to be
some doubt as to just how it gets
there. The Britannica says guardedly that "it is said" that the beetle
pushes the egg in with its snout.
Often the little white eggs may be
found by dissecting a pierced bud
carefully, leaf by leaf. From the
egg is hatched an almost microscopic white grub which, presumably, works its way into the haw
or fruit, ~here to develop until the
haw falls to the earth. Covered
with litter and soil the grub remains dormant over winter, to
emerge in the spring a full-fledged
beetle.

* ~* *

THE PREVENTIVE TREATment indicated is, first, to destroy
as many of the bugs as can be captured; second, to remove all pierced buds and all haws and destroy
them; -third, to keep the earth
around the bush well stirred until
late fall, and also through the
spring. This program, if persisted
in, ought to yield results. It must
be borne in mind, however~ that
even though no beetles hatch on
one's own premises, they are good
r fliers, and mature bugs may come
in from other neigh~orhoods. That
means that one's own bushes must
be watched carefully.
1

* *
HAVE * COMPLAINED

I
OF
the incompleteness of the informal tion given by nature books generally, necessitating often an exam1

in~tion of a _whole library to ascer- f
tam some simple fact which most
of those interested in the subject !
would want to know. A correspondent who wishes her name
withheld writes of a book on birds
which she has found eminently
satisfactory. Concerning this book
she says:

* IS*INTEREST"NO MAN*WHO
ed in the eating habits of birds in
this latitude should be without \
Walter Bradford Barrows' MICHIGAN BIRD LIFE, which was published in 1912 by the Wynkoop
Hallenbeck Crawford Co., then
state printers for the state of
Michigan. Professor Barrows, author of the book, was connected
with the Michigan Agricultural
college.

* BIRD
* * LIFE DE"MICHIGAN
scribes all phases of the life of
about a thousand · northern birds. I
Of the nighthawk it says: The \
food of the nighthawk consists entirely of insects, most of which are
taken on the wing. It seems to be I
remarkably . . . fond of winged
ants. Unquestionably they are valuable allies of the agriculturist
and should be rigidly protected
from destruction.
*

*

*

"MICHIGAN BIRD LIFE IS SO
good that in ~5 years of watching
birds, I have seen only three not
described therein. One was a migrating rail, one a spflrrow, and
the third a finch with a . . . lac·~ mask
on its face. The sparrows are very
common hereabouts, but I have
seen only the one strange rail; 1
and the one masked finch. The latter came during a Canadian forest
fire. He was a tough specimen and
bested even the kingbirds. Due to
the mask and for lack of a better
name, we called him the boot-legger bird.

* * *

"CEDAR WAXWINGS ARE
common here in spring; They eat
blossom, stem, and all from every
fruit tree they come across. It is
fortunate that they never stay ,
more · than a day or so-just long I
enough to tank up and refuel for \
the rest of their trip.

* *

*
THAT SEEMS
TO BE ABOUT
the kind of bird book that one
ought to have. I shall get a copy
if one is available. Many thanks
to the correspondent.

AN ARTICLE PUBLISHED I
the Herald some time ago relating to the use of marihuana in
Grand Forks, together with photographs of persons in the act of
using the drug,
came to th attention of foderal
au t h o rities assigned to th e
duty of suppressing the use of
marihuana, an d
steps were taken
to follow up the
matter in regular
course.
Un d e r
the name "marihuana" this drug
has only recently
Davies
come into prominence in the United States, although it has long been used in
Mexico.
As Indian hemp, or
hasish, it has been used for many
centuries in the Orient. Soldiers
under its influence have been induced to a:ttempt wild and bnpossible tasks, and by means of it
l others have been induced to commit all sorts of crimes.
J

1

*

*

*

LIKE MANY OTHER THINGS
which may be :put to improper
us es, the marihuana plant has
many useful properties. Its fiber
is made into rope, twine, cloth
and hats. Its seed, mixed with
other seeds, is used as food for
pet birds. From the seed is distilled a drying oil useful in the
manufacture of paint, and from
the resin obtained from its blossoms several useful pharmaceutical
preparations are derived. A plant
at once so useful and so deadly
can safely be grown only under
the most rigid control, and this
combination of properties creates
for the authorities a most difficult
proglem.

* * *

WHEN YOU BUY GOODS DO
you pay spot cash, settle in full
at the end of the month, or buy
on the installment plan? If you
are an installment purchaser, you
are one of a very large number,
for installment buying is one of
the established practices of the
United States.

*

*

* FROM DAY
FIGURES SHIFT
to day as old accounts are cleaned
up, and new ones opened, but it is
estimated that the people owe on
deferred installments $2,500,000,000
for automobiles, $780,000,000 for
furniture and household appliances,
$210,000,000 for radios, $200,000,000
for clothing, $100,000,000 ·f or jewelry, and $400,000,000 for farm ma-

chinery and implements.
hese
are the major items. The variety
of other things is endless.

*

*

I

*

DIRE · PREDICTIONS WHICH
have been made concerning the
utter collapse of buying because of
the installment plan have not been
borne out. l A study made of the
experience of department ~ sto·r es
with installment accounts has
shown a loss of only 1.1 per cent.
In view of the fact that t~ere al- t
ways is a mark-up of the price of ·
any article purchased on installments, this do.es not represent any
real loss at all. Experience has
shown that, during periods of unemployment, people will scrimp on
other things in order to keep up j
installments due and that ,even if I
they default because of unemployment, if given an opportunity, will
resume payments as soon as they
are able, even when the article
owed for has been used up.

* * *

A CLIPPING FROM T H E
Scarsdale, New York, Inquirer,
carries the picture of what looks
something like a partly deflated
balloon settled in a mass of shrubbery. It isn't that, ,a t all. It is a
cherry tree swathed with cheesecloth at the home of John M. Hancock, New York financier and
former Grand Forks man, whose
home is at Scarsdale, a New York
suburb. The following text accompanying the picture tells all about
it: ·
"WORD

*HAS* BEEN
*

1

I

GOING

around that the Hancocks -have a
perisphere in their yard. And here
you may see the story's inspiration.
Actually the 'perisphere' is a very
special black cherry tree which
has been covered with cheesecloth
so that the John M. Hancock
family, and not the birds, may enjoy the tree's fruit.

* *

*
"THE CHERRIES
ARE ESpecially delicious, with very black
hearts, explains Mrs. Hancock. We
are all very fond of them, but so
are the birds. Consequently we
decided we'd ha,ve to do something
to keep the birds of.f until the
fruit had ripened.
So a shopping expedition resulted. Four hundred yards of
cheesecloth were purchased. It
took a whole day to make the
cheesecloth into a hag to cover the
cherry tree. Then, after the sewing was finished, it took between
three and four hours to put the
covering over . the tree.
"Now we're all looking forward
to the time when the cherries are
ripe, says Mrs. Hancock." ·

1

AN EASTERN FRIEND SENDS
me a copy of the program of exercises celebrating the 106th annifounding of Farringdon church,
the little country
ch u r c h n ear
Br ant ford, Ontario, of which
my parents and
grandparents
w er e members.
The date, June
25, also marked
the 100th anniversary of the
building of the
f i r s t p 1 a c e of
worship by that
c o n g r e g a t ion.
The old wooden
Davies
church building
still stands, though :tt bas hot been
used for church purposes since
the present brick structure was
erected, which must have been
about the time that I was born.

I

* * *

THE ORIGINAL CONGREGAtion was composed of a few immigrants from England who, coming from the same English neighborhood, had there been members
of a small independent denomination and wished to continue that
relationship in their new home.
The congregation has never been
large, but its members were a
sturdy lot, firm in their beliefs,
and as independent and self-reliant
in their secular relations as in
their religious affiliations. Most
of those whom I knew are gone,
but on my occasional visits to
the old town I have made it a
point, whenever possible, to spend
part of a Sunday at the old
church, to exchange reminiscences
with the few who still remember
me, and to meet the sons and
daughters of those who have passed on.

* *

* OF ITS NATIONBY MEANS
wide facilities the Associated Press
is kept informed concerning automobile and other casualties
throughout the entire country, and
there has been adopted the custom of pr~senting the totals of
fatalities occurring during national holidays and over weekends. The totals thus presented
are impressive, and they are useful in keeping before the public
the need for care in everything
· that relates to safety, whether
on the highway or at the summer
resort.

* *

WHILE *THIS IS TRUE,
there is apt to be created a false
impression concerning the dangers
of holidays as contrasted with
other days. The Fourth of July
has dangers peculiar to itself because of the general use of explosives on that day. B
aside
from this, the hazards of ne day

I

are much like those of another,
and casualties are likely to be increased in proportion to the number of persons who subject themselves to those hazards. It is not
more dangerous to go swimming
on the Fourth of July than on
any other day, but because more
people are likely to go to the
lakes on the Fourth there are apt
to be more drownings on that day,
More people go driving on holidays
than on other days than at other
times, hence there are likely to be
more highway accidents over the
week-ends.
,

*

* PRAISEA NATURAL * AND
worthy desire to be helpful
prompts the driver of a car who
sees the victim of an accident lying helpless by the roadside to lift
the injured person into his own
car and hurry him to the nearest
hospital. While done with the best
possible intentions that action may
cause a death which might have
been prevented. Where the spine
has been injured movement by inexperienced hands may be fatal,
and medical authorities are urging that except where injuries are
manifestly slight the injured person be kept as warm and comfortable as possible until expert assistance arrives.

* * *

COLLABORATING WITH HOSpital receiving ward surgeons, the
insurance medicos suggest seven
simple rules which will prevent
many a death and shorten many a
traffic victim's recovery:
1. Switch off the ignition of any
car that has been involved in an
accident. If there is a smell of
gasoline, keep smokers away.
2. Do not move the victim unless the accident has left him
where he is exposed to further
1nJury, or in a very uncomfortable physical position. In such a
case, move him slowly, carefully
and only as far as is absolutely
necessary.
3. If the victim is not breathing,
use artificial respiration at once.
4. Cover victim with coats or
blankets to keep him warm. Crash
injuries are nearly always accompanied by shock, which calls for
warmth and a position with the
head lower than the feet.
5. If there is severe bleeding,
apply a pad of the cleanest material available with pressure
enough to check bleeding. If
bleeding is from a cut on a limb, .
a tourniquet may be used instead. :
6. Send somebody to summon a
policeman as once while you call
the nearest doctor; if no doctor is
immediately available and injuries seem serious, phone the
nearest emergency hospital for an
ambulance.
7. Do not attempt to transport
victim in a private car, unless
certain his injuries are trivial.

PARKING METERS ARE NOT
favored by the American Automobile association, as they are held
to be inconvenient and to impose
a needless and unjust tax on the
automobile owner. The association reports the
use of a marking plan which is
said to be giving
satisfa Ct i On in
Buffalo and a
few other large
cities. The traffic officer rides a
t hree - wheeled
motorcycle
and
carries a I o n g
lance tipped with
marking ch a 1 k.
Riding at 8 to 10
miles an hour he
Davies
can mark the tires or all cars
without stopping. Obviously that
plan, though it may be effective
in large cities, where there are
miles of closely parked cars, would
be of no use in a small city where
car congestion is confined to a few
down-town blocks.

* *

ing we overtook and passed him,
but when we were halted by other
traffic he caught up. So for blocks
we raced, and it wasn't until we
got well out of_ the congested district that we left him permanently behind. In that section of Manhattan one can walk about as fast
as he can travel in any other way

* *

REPORTS FROM *·ALL OVER
the country show that in the matter of fireworks fatalities this was
the safest and sanest Fourth of July
for many years. Many cities prohibit the promiscuous sale of fireworks or their use except by competent persons duly licensed. And
even where there are no legal restrictions the safety campaigns
that have been conducted for years
seem to have produced results.

*

*

*

THERE ARE A FEW OF THE
older residents who recall the dis...
play of fireworks once staged on
the then vacant block where the
Roosevelt school now stands. The
city had been built up to that
point, but south there was nothing
but open field. Neighbors chipped
in for a community collection of
fireworks, and a committee was
placed in charge of the proceedings. Rockets, Roman candles and
other pieces were discharged in ac-r
cordance with a set program, and
only the designated operators had1
access to the material. The affair
was a huge success, and nobody
was hurt.

* TRAFFIC
ONE STUDENT OF
congestion in the large cities commen ts on the street space occupied by the occupant of an automobile as contrasted with the
space per person in street car or
bus. A large proportion of the
passenger cars _on city streets carry only one person each. On that
basis two or three buses would
MY DISCUSSION* OF THE\
accommodate all the passengers need for more specific information
who occupy a solid mile of auto- about plants, birds and insects
mobiles.
brings me an excellent booklet
from the University on North Da* * ·*
BUT NO MATTER WHAT kota birds and bird houses, and
mode of transportation is used, from the Agricultural college one
getting about in a big city is slow on insect pests. Both contain valu...
business. Contrary to a rather able information, and I am glad
popular impression, there is no to get them. My comment was not
great difficulty about driving in a based on the idea that there is not
large city, for there the traffic is valuable information published, but
strictly regulated, and one stops that it is so widely scattered that
and. goes according to orders. The often it is difficult to find just the
difficult thing is to get somewhere thing that one wants to know. I
within reasonable time. Seated on still think there is a great opporthe upper deck of a Fifth a venue tunity for some person in the job
bus in New York a few years ago of assembling and classifying acI noticed a man with an umbrella curately available information and
walking in the same . direction that presenting it in such a way that
we were going. I became interested it can be found without searching!
in watching him. When we got go- through a dozen publications.

* *

,- --·----·- - - -

ONE WRITER WHOSE EFfort is directed toward the task of
planning the lives of his fellow
human beings says that a man's
education should begin at forty.
That fits in nicely with the other
idea that at 40
one is too old for
further
employ..
, ment. When he
retires from his
job he can begin
his e d u c a tion.
There are different ideas, however, about the age
at which a man
should begin and
quit work. While
there are those
who argue that
Davies
at 40 a man is
too old to hold a job, there is one
occupation in which he would experience difficulty in getting a job
because of his youth. The occupation is that of game ranger in
East Africa.

*

* *

WHILE A FEW OF THE
rangers are younger, most of them
have turned the half-century, the
idea being, perhaps, that a younger man is not tough enough to
stand the mauling which is 'not
unlikely to be the ranger's lot. One
ranger recently was buffeted by a
lion, and when the king of beasts
had got through with him an
elephant undertook to finish the
job. But the ranger is still on
duty. I should say that the proper
age at which to tackle a job of
that sort is about 100, when a fellow hasn't much longer to live,
anyway.

1

makes no difference to an audience whether the sword worn by
George Washington on ·t he stage
is the one actually worn by the
Father of his Country or one just
like it, but if the real sword could
be obtainedt the artistic manager
would be better pleased. Once at
the old Met a Roman soldier. in
''Julius Caesar'' chewed, gum vio- 1
lently during the scene in which
his squad appeared. Cecil DeMille I
wouldn't have permitted that,

* * *

THE SCIENTIF!C AMERICAN
has this about stage properties and
property men:
" 'Memo to prop department: On
Stage Four, nine o'clock Thursday morning, one Statue of Liberty, carved out of ice; one double
for Charlie McCarthy; one mouse
complete with hole; one blue snake '
dressed like a cobra; a dummycamera; 100 rubber arrows.'

*

*

*
"IRVING SINDLER,
VETERAN I
Hollywood property wizard, read 1j
the order, whistled softly and set
to work, reports the current issue /
of Scientific American. Instructions sped to assistants, but he
took over the most exacting job
himself. Bending alone over a .h uge
cake of ice in a Los Angeles cold,
storage plant, he worked through
the night and next morning at sun- 1
up packed the little statute in
heavy burlap bags, surrounded j
them with dry ice and drove across 1
the city to the studio. When the I
principals were ready for the
scene, Sindler set the statue on . -~"l
base of mashed potatoes which
doubled for ice' cream, and placed
it in front of the camera.

* * *

"SINDLER IS ONE OF THOSE
unknown wizards of the screen,
SOME OF THE STAGE MAN- the property men who must have
agers are meticulous about the ac- within reach every manner ot"\
curancy of their stage properties. thing, from crooked dice to syntheAccuracy even in many things that tic blood, or be able to find or
appear insignificant is important. make overnight whatever the difor if there is a slip someone . is rector demands, no matter how
pretty sure to notice it and call at- outlandish it may be or difficult
tention to it. Columbus discovering to produce.
·
< America in a steamship would be
"Should you look over the /
a palpable absurdity, and no one shoulder of a property man into
· is likely to commit such a blunder his case of props, you'd find an
as that. But if the coat of a stage am a z i n g collection of knickcostume has four buttons when knacks. Labels, theater tickets,
the real coat of that period had business cards, bank checks from.
only three buttons, somebody is all countries, ink, manicuring
pretty sure to call attention to it s('issors, harmonicas, candy, slugs
and the completeness of a scene to serve as money, blood (glycerine
is marred. Some managers insist and carmine powder), knee pads
not only on accuracy in design, f r falls, fuller's earth to make
but in the duplication of the very d st, airline and railroad tickets,
materials which were used in the ca dles, and needles are only part
period of the play. Of. course it. of th.e lon~g~-li_s_t._________

* * *

THE TRYLON AND PERISphere have become familiar as the
theme symbols of the New York
world's fair.· The combination is an
original conception of artists employed to prepare designs for
the fair, but it developes that back
in 1875 another
artist had a similar idea. In a
painting executed for the purpose of Bible illustration· the artist placed in the
backg r o u n d of
his picture a tall
triangular spire
w it h its peak
piercing the
clouds, and not
one, but three perispheres. The picture is entitled "Within the Gates,"
and with its pleasing landscape
and other features presents the
artist's conception of Heaven.
Some of those who have seen the
picture find in it some features
which correspond with those of the
present fair. One of them calls it
a pre-view of the fair of today. I
hav~n't seen any world's fairs this
year, but I have seen several others. I have always enjoyed them,
and I ~ould look forward with satisfaction to a future in which I
might see a world's fair once in a
while. But to live in one, for ever
and ever, world without end, anum,
-that wouldn't be Heaven for me.
If I anticipated anything of that
sort there's no telling what I might
do to escape it, on the assumption
that there is al} alternative

*

* *

*

* *

A NEWSPAPER REPORTER
is not a journalist, and, ·not being
a journalist, he is not entitled to
the highest insurance rating So
says one of the largest insurance
companies of Australia. The decision was made to cover the classification of occupations for "personal accident and (or) sickness
insurance," and the company included journalists among its "A"
class risks, reporters among the
"B'' class risks.

IN . OTHER WORDS, A JOURnalist lives a more healthy life
than a reporter.. The Australian

journalist is rated as good. a risk
as a banker, barrister, bookseller
or commercial traveler. A reporter ( or photographer) finds himself classed with the boiler inspectors, chauffeurs, watchmen, geologists, auctioneers, government inspectors and ek•1ator attendants.
But he is rated ·above artists,
nurses, policemen and golf professionals who fall into ''C'' clasf:
risks, and blacksmiths, bricklay
ers, horsedealers and miners, whc
are considered worse risks still,
and are in "D" classification.

* * *

IT WAS WITH
UNMIXED
pleasure that I read of the sen·
tencing of one Jacob Schneider of
New York- to a term of three years
in the penitentiary. I never saw
Schneider and never heard of him
before, but I have read a summary
of the story of his life, and always
he has been a bad actor. As head
of a Communist group which has
gained control of one of the unions
of fur wor.kers he has been an
exponent of strong-arm methods in
numerous labor disputes, and respectable workers have lived in terror of being beaten up by him or
his henchmen. The crime for which
he has just been sentenced was
that of directing the merciless
beating of another union member
whose replies to "third-degree"
questions were unsatisfactory to
Schneider. There are too many
such fellows running around loose.

*

* *

THIS BEING THE DAY AFTer election, and having done my ,
duty at the polls, I shall ramble for
a few days, and this column will
carry on under its own steam with
such fuel as I leave. It will be a
small family party, and where we
shall go depends largely on how
we make up our minds along the
way. I have never taken that north
shore drive along Lake Superior,
which I understand is a very attractive one. That is on the tentative schedule. The rest of it remains to be governed by circumstances as they arise-if they do.
We shall break no speed records
and shall attempt nothing spectacular, but expect just to amble
along, go where the going seems
pleasant, and stop when we feel
like it. I'll b& seeing you again, I
hope, in a few days.

ACTING ON THE SUBJECT
quickly at the last moment; congress has appropriated $340,000 for
. an Antarctic expedition to be commanded by Admiral Byrd, who has
already conducted two expeditions into that
frigid part of the
world. A short
time ago it was
not believed that
congress w o u 1 d
act on this subject at this session, but the program was changed and the appropriation has been
voted and approved by the president. It is expected that the expedition will start for the south
about October.

* * *
SUBJECT HAS

THE
AN ELEment of local interest in the fact
that Richard Black, a former
Grand Forks man, and recently
representing the Interior department in the establishment of air
bases on small islands in the equato rial Pacific, is expected . to accompany Admiral Byrd, probably
in charge of one of the units of the
f expedition. He was a member of
Byrd's second expedition, serving
as surveyor.

1

1

* * *

WASHINGTON
DISPATCHEEl
announce the purpose of the expedition to assert the claim of the
United States to areas of the Ant arctic continent, especially those
explored in recent years by the
Byrd expeditions. Inasmuch as
there is no animal life on the
southern continent with the exception of the penguins and seals that
are found along the coast, and that
the interior is either a vast plain
buried beneath many feet of ice,
or rugged mountains, the question
has been asked: "Of what use is
it?" "Perhaps some day," said Faraday, "you can tax it." Faraday's
invention has been the basis of
most of the electrical development
since his time, and it has been taxed to some purpose.
'

coal there in vast quantities. There I
may be oil, and the existence of
other minerals is yet to be cletermined. If valuable minerals ex- ,
ist there in considerable guantities, the problem of transportation j
would present difficulties insur- \
mountable at the present stage of ,
our progress. But who would havE
dreamed a few years ago of the
possibility of transporting · through
the air to and from the bleak and
inhospitable Canadian far nort h
tons of mining machinerv and other tons of precious ore . Yet jus
that is being done, and the mint
of the world are being supplied
gold and silver and the hospitals
still more precious radium l>ecause
there has been developed a system
of transportation undreamed of 40
years ago. The Antarctic is a further challenge to man's resourcefulness.

*

*

*

AROUND
THE
SOUTHERN
continent the whaling industry is
a most important one. Whalers
from most of the maritime nations
are there, and it is possible that before long the question of international regulation of whaling may
assume acute form. There are now
more or less in force regulations
intended to prevent the extermination of whales, but enforcement is
not easy, and of late there have appeared in the area ships which are
in reality great rendering plants,
each served by its squadron of
whalers, and it appears that more
intens.i ve supervision than has yet
been attempted will be required.
The United States has rights in
that industry which must not be
ignored.

* * *

ON MOST OF THE LAND
areas surrounding the north pole
there is considerable animal life)
rabbits which feed on the herbage,
foxes which devour them, and in (,.,
some sections elk and musk oxen.
There is none of this in Antarctica,
for on the entire continent nothing
grows on which an animal could
live. Seals along the coast live on
fish, and killer whales have the
seals as their prey. Fortunately for
the whaling industry there are no
Polar bears, for they would rob
the whales of much of their food.
THERE MAY OR MAY NOT For that reason it is not likely that
be anything taxable in Antarctica. polar bears will ever be transportNo one can tell. There is lignite ed to those '\\raters.

* *

*

OUR MR. HASKIN GIVES THE sons, however, have had narrow eslength of the new liner Mauretania capes, Some of these small missles
as 772 feet. The ship has 10 decks from space have fallen within a
and a garage or 70 cars. Nothing few feet of startled persons, but
is said about automobile races as no damage was done. Meteorites do
en entertainment not necessarily strike _the earth
feature on the with great force. In one case a
way across, but small meteorite fell on ice only 4
why not have inches thick and the ice was not
them? The oppor- broken. In other cases the masses
tunity is there. A have blasted great craters in the
course of about earth's surface. The oldest exfour laps to the isting meteorite of whi_c h the fall
mile could be laid is known to have been observed
out, and the poss- fell near the little town of Ensiibility of running sheim, Germany, November 10, 1
a
car overside 1492, while Columbus was busy diswould add to the covering America. It penetrated
interest.
the earth to a depth of 5 feet and
Many years ago was immediately dug out. It
several traveling weighs 260 pounds, and for many
men were held years was kept suspended in the
Davies
up in a country parish church. It is now kept in
village by a rain storm. The rain one of the municipal buildings.
subsided, leaving roads and streets
* PROBLEMS
*
with solid gumbo foundation but
ONE OF THE
OF
with a thin covering of mud that air transport is that of conveying
was as slick as glass. The boys had passenger.s and mail between airsmall light cars, most of them ports and the railway stations and
Model T Fords, and to improve business centers of the cities near J
the waiting time they staged a se- where the airports are situate . r
ries of automobile races on the The airplane needs plenty of spac. . ,
single street of the village. The and invariably the large city ai ·course was down and back to the port is miles from the center 01:1
starting point. By careful manipu- the city itself. Often the trip from
lation a driver could navigate the airport to city consumes nearly
slippery str,eet and gain consider- much time as would be required
able headway on the outward trip. to fly to the next city. To overcome
With just the right touch on the this difficulty use is being made ofi'
brake and a flip of the wheel the the auto-gyro, which r•;quires only
car . could be skidded around in a roof for a landing field·. One gyro
about a second and started on the has just been put into service for
return. The driver who was less carrying mail between the Philaskillful would spin around like a delphia postoffice and the airport
top, or perhaps capsize. It was at Camden. The machine lands on
lots of fun.
and takes off from the roof of the
postoffice, and the time required
*
I WAS MISTAKEN
THE OTH- to transfer the mail has been cut
er day in saying that the big me- from 45 minutes to 6 minutes: Once
teorite which Peary brought down on a flight to Winnipeg it took our
from Greenland is in the Smithson- group of passengers as long to get
ian institution at Washington. It is from the airport to the Fort Garry ·
in the American Museum of Natur- hotel as it did to fly from Grand ':
al History, New York-in case you Forks to Winniueg. But that was
go looking for it. It measures 10 in winter when we had to buck
by 6 by 5 feet; weighs 36 lh tons, snow all the way into town. A gyro
would have come in handy then.
and is composed mostly of iron.

*

as\

* *

* *

THE GREAT *
METEORITE
which fell in Siberia killed 1,500
reindeer and the concussion caused
by its fall dammed a large river
with fallen rock. While millions of
meteors reach the earth's atmosphere each year, and thousands
reach the earth itself, there is no
case known of a human being being struck by one. Sever~l per-

* * COPY
* OF THE
THE ORIGINAL
Declaration of Inde,pendence has
been on exhibition in the Library
of Congress for the past 15 years,
but July 4 this year was the fir:St
Independen.c e day on which the
document could be seen by vfsitors.
This year it was decided to keep
the building open on the holiday
for the accommodation of visitors.

1

I

THE NEW BOARD OF HIGHer Education has taken over control of the several institutions of
higher learning in the state. It
will fin d itself
confronted with
problems such
as have embarr a s s e d all its
pred e c e s s ors,
most of which
arise from local
rivalry f o r the
establishment of
state in s tit u tions, c o up l e d
with a relatively
small population
and limited taxDavies
paying powers. While we have
been increasing the number of
our state institutions of education,
we have kept appropriations for
their maintenance on a starvation
basis. While total appropriations
have increased, appropriations per
pupil have in some cases .been cut
in two.

* * *

THERE IS A BASIS OF COST
below which no school can work
efficiently. But if students are
accepted in greater numbers than
can be properly accommodated in
classroom and laboratory, and the
institution serves them in some
fashion, the people of the state
do not realize the nature of the
emergency that exists. The statement is made "They wanted more
money, but they have got along
without it, and their enrollment
has been greater than . ever.
They'll get along again without
more money." The fact is that
the school "got along" by underpaying its faculty members and
crowding into classes ~ore students than could be given the
training which a college ought to
give.

t

bring directly to the people the
financial condition of their state
institutions. So long as all who
apply are accepted it will be assumed that the institution is ooth
financially and professionally solvent, whereas the reverse may be
true. Let it be understood that if
the people want real education for
their children they can nave it
if they will pay for it. And Jet
it be understood further that the
state will not lower its standards
in order to enroll large numbers
or permit its young people, in the
name of education, to be subjected to the kind of training to be
expected from talent picked up
in the market at half-price. The
state can face the world with
more dignity with a small number of students given real training by high-class men and ,vomen than with an army ground
through a mill. These observations are submitted to the board
in all sincerity. Their adoption
would bring forth many remonstrances, but I am satisfied that
in the long run such action by
the board would be commended as
one of the most constructive acts
ever performed in education In
North Dakota.

* *

* OF THE REFAN ANGLE
ugee question which has received
little general attention is tb.e fa.ct
that some would-be refugees - are ·
not merely looking for new homes,
but have something valuable to
bring with them. It goes without
saying that the United States cannot open its doors to receive without restriction persons from other
lands who have neither means of
subsistence nor prospect of employment. Our problems in that
field are a 1 r e a d y sufficiently
grave, and we cannot afford lightly to increase their number. But

I RESPEciTFtLL
SUGGEST there are persons of another type
.
.
who seek homes in the United
for the consideration of the new
f
States. One illustration
rom
Board of Higher Education the
Czechoslovakia will suffice.
. plan of limiting attendance at
every state institution to the num* OF SHOES
MANUFACTURE
ber of students who can be properly served on the basis of the has been one of the important infunds provided by the legislature. dustries of Czechoslovakia, and
If it is ascertained that at a given shoes from th'."t coun~ry have-~een
school efficient student training, lively competitors with American
under sound business and profes- shoes. The owners of a Czech
sional management, will cost $200 plant, dissatisfied wish to transper pupil per year, and the legis-1 fer their business to the. Unit~d
lative appropriation for the year States, bringing with their their
for that school is $100,000, let the experience, t~eir capital and m~y
enrollment be restrict~d to 500. of their skilled emplo!es.. The~r
When that number is reached let admission would establish m this
further applicants be notified that country another industrial conthe quota is filled, and that no cern whose employes would be
more can be accepted because the consumers of other American
legislature has. not provided funds goods, and whose product would
be marketed under s t an d a rd
for more.
American conditions. Any city
SUCH A* PLAN . WOULD would welcome them.

*

* *

*

OFTEN ON SUMMER NIGHTS and points out that, despite the!
we can see here and there faint claim,; of some, the study of this
flashes of light in the garden and subject is in its infancy, still a
among the shrubbery. The light is laboratory curiosity. Yet, as he
emitted from the states, practical-minded scientists
1
body of the fire- are continually lifting just such
. fly, often called laboratory curiosities out ~f the l
the glow - worm. realm of pure science and finding
The insect that applications for them. If the sethus carries its cret of the firefly is ever discovown light plant ered, and can be imitated practiwith it and turns cally and economically, man will
the light on and be the gainer by a wide margin,
off at will be- for the methods of lighting used
longs to a family today divert a major part of the .
which his repre- available power into heat.
sented by species
* MECHANICAL
*
SOME OF THE
found in almost
and
scientific
marvels
with which
all parts of the
world. In north- we have become familiar could not .
ern latitudes they possibly have been produced in
Davies
are neither large olden times, no matter how brilnor numerous. The larger species liant the inventive genius that
are found in the tropics, where, in might _have been applied to them.
instance,
some sections, they are sufficient- The automobile, for
ly numerous to be used for the would not have been possible in
purpose of domestic illumination. the days of Queen Elizabeth beChildren catch the beetles and con- cause then people were ignorant
fine dozens of them in small cages, of the properties of gas, electriciwhere their glow, while not bril- ty and a number of other things
liant, is better than no light at essential to the automobile.
all. It has the advantage, too, of
WE HAVE, HOWli~VER, SOME
costing nothing. Also, ladies of the
jungle often wear the tiny living other things, strictly m o d e r n,
lamps as personal ornaments. In which were quite possible many
producing light without appreci- centuries ago, so far as knowledge
able heat the firefly does what of their principle is concerned.
man has yet been unable to do, The bicycle utilizes no principle
for in the most effective of our which was not known to the anlighting apparatus a large ropor- cients. The typewriter is a metion of the energy is wasted in gen- chanical device which utilized no
principle unknown in the days of
erating heat.
Julius Caesar. There was no speIF THE SECRET OF THE cial reason why the world had to
firefly were really to be discov- wait for the Montgolfiers to launch
ered, the effect probably would be the first balloon. The Egyptians
far-reaching, for the firefly is one used light, strong fabrics and knew
of the most efficient light-giving how to build fires. The Montgolorganisms in the world, when the fiers needed nothing more.
economy of its fuel consumption
* * *
\
IT SEEMS STRANGE THAT \
is considered. Therefore, scientists studying efficient sources of one generation of intelligent hu"cold light" study the firefly and man beings should have succeed1try to fathom its inner workings. ed another for thousands of years
before it became accepted that air
* * *
WHEN THE FIREFLY FLASH- is a tangible substance, capable of
es, its luminous material combines being moved back and forth, comtreated
with oxygen but during the time pressed and otherwise
that the insect's luminous organs much as a solid. But it took wise
are dark a reversal takes place men centuries to arrive at the
and the products of this oxidiza- simple facts which are manifest
tion are reduced back to their to any observer.
original condition. It is much as
*
IF EDISON HAD
LIVED IN
if one could burn a log, then catch
the
Middle
Ages
he could not have
the smoke, gases, and ashes, and
put them together again to re- accomplished the things that stand
to his credit. Probably he would
make the log, every few seconds.
Numerous other living organisms have been inventive, but he would
emit cold light, including one not have had the knowledge which
South American insect which, be- had been accumulated by other
cause of its white light ahead and men, and on which he built. No
a red one behind, is called the "au- one in those early days could have
made the variety of new substances
tomobile bug."
that are now made from coal, and
THESE THINGS ARE DIS- milk, and cotton, because no one
take
cussed by Evans W. Cottman in knew that it was possible
Scientific American. He takes up matter apart and put it to ether
the practical question of cold light again in different forms.
1

*

* * *

*

*

*

*

* *

*

*
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FROM TIME TO TIME THIS
column has presented comments
and observatfons from P. 0. Bugge, of Bisbee, N. D. Mr. Bugge is
now in California, and an example
of his versatility
,
comes in the form
of a musical composition of his
published by the
National Mu s i c
Publishers a n d
Distributors, 522
16th st., Oakland,
Calif. The composition is entitled Gavotte Nordie
(Norwegian
Gavotte) and is
for violin and
piano. It is dedicated to Madame
Kirsten Flagstad.
Davies
I am not qualified to pass on its
merit, but one of these days I shall
try to have it played by persons
who understand music better than
I do.

* *

* BIT OF VERSE
A STRAY
brought to my attention presents a
quiet philosophy which, if applied
to our thinking and living would
do much to save us from worry over things that are past and fears
over when is to come. I recommend 'it for a place in the scrapbook. It is as follows:

Was yesterday a day of grief,
Regret for blunders of the past,
Remorse for sins and blind mis-·
takes .
And tears that fell like rain at
last?
Stay not with vain regrets and
tears.
.Do what you can to make amend.
The world was born
Anew this morn.
You have today, my friend.

* *

*
WE READ A GREAT
DEAL
about the balance of nature and
the danger that lies in disturbing
it. But nature is continually disturbing its own balance, and
through its own operations is destroying that which it has creat
ed. The rocks contain fossil remains of gigantic creatures whic
once existed but are now extinct.
Nature caused them to live· and
develop, and then destroyed them.
They were unable to hold their
own in the struggle for existence
with other forms of life.

* * *

CONTINUALLY ONE FORM
of vegetation yields before the
progress of another. A cottonwood
seed sprouts and takes root on a
moist prairie meadow. The seedling becomes a tree and scatters
its own seeds to produce more
trees. In the shelter of the cottonwoods other trees spr~ng up, and
presently there is a forest where
YOU HAVE TODAY, MY FRIEND once there was grass. The grass,
deprived of sunlight, disappears.
By Bertye Young Williams.
Was yesterday a day of cares,
Such transitions are taking place
Of little ills that grind and fret, all the time, as they ·d id long before
The trivial things that wear the man inhabited the earth. Nature it~
soul?
self was the moving force.
And does their memory rankle
~~
yet.
THE FARMER OR GARDENAnd let its glory make amend.
er must interfere with the procesThe world was born
ses of nature and cause grains or
Anew this morn.
vegetables to grow where nature
You have today, my friend.
alone would have produced grass
or those plan ts that we call weeds.
* *
Was yesterday a day of loss,
Some birds, useful to man in cerA day when fortune seemed to tain directions, become pests when
frown
they destroy his crops. ThunderOn plans that you had made with ing herds of buffalo and cultivated
care,
farms cannot exist together.
Did all your castles tumble
* * *
down?
PROBLEMS ARISE IN AN EFAnd has your courage reached· its fort to determine at what point
end?
we shall interfere with nature and
The world was born
when we shall let her have her
Anew this morn.
way. The blister beetle lays eggs in
You have today, my friend.
the soil from which come larvae
which devour grasshopper eggs.
Was yesterday a day*of fear,
Therefore the blister beetle is the
Of cringing dread lest ill befall, friend of man. But when those
Of dumb inaction, terror bound?
beneficial larvae become full-grown
Why should you now those hours beetles they are as destructive as
recall
grasshoppers. Therefore it becomes
And let your prayer for faith necessary to make war on both
ascend.
species if man himself is to live.
The world was born
It's all very confused, but at least
Anew this morn.
it is clear that we can't just sit
You have today, my friend.
still and let nature take its course.

* *

*

* *

*

*

*

HOME AGAIN AFTER Ai is open to visitors. Its lens, which I
jaunt around the loop bounded by I is reached by a winding star, sends
a beam of 370,000 candle power
a line drawn to Duluth, Port, Ar- w h'1ch 1s
. v1s1
· 'bl e usua11y 1n
·
c 1ear
thur, Kenora, Fort Frances, Be-' weather for 45 miles, and which
midji and back to Grand Forks. had been seen at a distance of 70
The main objecmiles. They need a lighthouse there
tive was the famfor woe betide the vessel that
ous North Shore
smashes against those jagged
drive, of whose
rocks.
attractiveness l
*
had heard for
I THE ROAD FROM PIGEON
many years, but
I River to Fort William leaves the
which I had nevlake and runs through a level valer taken, mostly
ley bounded on each side by giant
because it is so
masses of rock like mountain
near home. Sim"anges. Fort William and Port
ilarly, I had spent
Arthur, on opposite sides of the
the better part
Kaministiquia river - what a
of a lifetime right
name!-have a combined populahere before I vis,
. tion of about 50,000, with Fort Wilited the Black
· Iiam slightly the larger. Fort WilHills,
t h ough
liam has the largest grain eleyat hey can be
Davies
tor in the world; both cities have
reached in two days easy driving large paper mills; the harbor is the
and are as picturesque as one finest on the Great Lakes; and it
could desire.
is from one or other of these cit* *
ies that the bulk of Canada's great
AFTER ONE GETS HOME wheat crop moves east.
from such a trip his friends usual*
ly inquire about the roads. BeONE OF THE INTERESTING
yond the concrete pavement which features at Fort William is Mount
ends at Bemidji we found the road McKay, which, though scarcely a
to Duluth and on to Fort William mountain, looks like one. It is a
black top or oiled gravel, in good vast mass of rock about five miles
condition except for the usual out, about 600 feet almost straight
maintenance work here and there up from the level plain. Near the
and a stretch of about 10 miles this top is a dance pavilion where also
side of Pigeon River which is, be- Indian curios are sold. Near by the
ing recoated. From Port Arthur to chalet is a great white cross which,
a point a dozen miles east of Ken- flood-lighted, is visible at night
ora the road is gravel, well built, from both cities. Around on the
broad and solid, but with the usual other side is "Loch Lomond," the
proportion of washboard and fresh reservoir from which Fort William
gravel characteristic of most grav- obtains its water. One of the nael roads. The last dozen miles into tural features visible from both citKenora is black top in perfect ies is the Sleeping Giant, a great
condition. From Kenora to Fort mass of rock outside the harbor,
Frances the first and last 20 miles which the elements have carved in~
or so are of fine black top and the to the semblance of a human figrest is gravel, mostly in excellent ure lying peacefully asleep.
condition. Crossing to International
*
Falls we had a good road to BePORT ARTHUR LIES ON THE
midji, the north half gravel and level lain below a great rock cresthe rest black top which needs cent, and expends well up to the
patching or rebuilding.
top, something like Duluth, and
the skyline drive there gives one a
WE WERE NOT pUT TO ROLL fine view of the two cities, with
llP mileage, and we didn't roll up everything brilliantly lighted at
much-1200 miles in five days. On night, for electricity is cheap, and
one 1tretch we covered only about they are lavish with it. Twenty
50 miles in an entire forenoon. The miles up the river, and on the way
reason for that was that there were to Kenora are the Kakabeka falls,
so many waterfalls to be inspected, where the river plunges 128 feet
and each had to be given the once- down into a narrow gorge. While ,
over, even though it involved a the stream is smaller, the falls In
tramp through the woods to reach conformation is a striking resemit. It was all worth while. The road blance to Niagara Falls. Looking
from Duluth to Pigeon River-riv- upstream one sees to the left a
er and town marking the interna- rather narrow fall suggesting the
tional boundary-follows the lake American fall at Niagara. In the
shore practically all the way, with center is a rocket islet, a minia~
the Ia.ke only a few rods away on ture Goat island, and on the right
one side and often towering mas- ts the broader section of the fall,
ses of rock on the other. There are curved to resemble Niagara's fainnumerable little lakes and doz- mous horseshoe. It makes a fine
ens of streams on many of which spectacle, and the effect of light
ire picturesque little falls, any one and shadow on the iron-tinged war which should make a fine bit of ter, the boiling spray and the dee
lm if one is expert with a cam- gorge below are sufficient to kee
·a. A lighthouse on a jutting rook one interested for hours.

* *

*

* *

*

* * *

*

FROM KAKABEKA F ALuS, 20
miles west of Canada's twin Superior ports, to Kenora on the Lake
of the Woods, the distance is about
280 miles. The road .is part of the
Trans .. C an a d a
highway
which,
when completed,
will extend from
the British Columbia coast . to
H a 1 i f a x, Nova
Scotia. The road
is now built about
100 miles east of
Port Arthur to
Schreiber. Thence
f o 11 o w i n g the
lake shore is an
u n comp 1 et e d
stretch of about
150 miles to Sault
Ste Marie. In the
building of the hignway through
· the almost uninhabited wilderness
north of Lake Superior the Cana· dian government encountered problems similar to those attending
the building of the first railway
through the same territory. But
two transcontin en ta 1 railroads
have . been · built through that section. In the whole area there is
scarcely any agriculture, but large
i sums are derived from the pulpwood and mining industries.
1

* * *

MOST OF THAT NORTHERN
road is th.rough dense forest
griowth of spruce, fir and poplar,
with scarcely any of the tall pines.
The trees grow on rock that is
scarcely covered with soil, and in
vast stretches of muskeg. ProbabIy it will always be a country of
small timber, new growth succeeding that which has been removed.
Moose and deer are said to be abundant, though. we saw none, but
about a dozen dee:r: have been
killed by passing cars this season.
It is a country of innumerable
lakes, and because of them and the
hills the road winds around, often
in hairpin turns.

*

* *

WE STOPPED FOR A MEAL
at Dryden, a little railroad town of
about 1,500 inhabitants. It is a trim
little place, and one of its features,
unusual for. a place so small, is a
tourist information bureau housed
in fts own tasty little building. The
official in charge is W. H. Brownhill, a pleasant and accommodating
gentleman who came from England in Nova Scotia at the age of
16 and then moved into the northern wilderness. He served as a
highway engineer in the building
of the highway when the country
was completely empty for 40 miles
on each side of Dr¥den. Such trails
as existed were almost impassable,
and the surveying crew traveled in
a Model T car, carrying block and
tackle along for emergency use.
When the car stuck · in the mud
one end of the rope was _fastened

to the car and the block attached
to a tree, and all hands got hold
of the other end of the rope and
pulled. Mr. Brownhill traveled all
over that country in such fashion,
but he says that now when he gets
out on the highway and car. after
car goes "whoosh" past him it
makes him nervous.

*

*

*

1c

* *

HE KNOWS ALL THE LAKES
and streams, big and little, in that
section, and is an authority on
where the best fishing is. In his
office are stuffed specimens of the
monster fish that are to be found
if one knows where to look. I advise anyone looking for good
fishing up in that country to talk
it over with Mr.- Brownhill:
THE KENORA COUNTRY IS
familiar to many of our people. The
road has been improved greatly
since I visited that section last.
An amazing lot of work has been
done in the rock cuts in the vicinity of the Lake of the Woods. A
Kenora man said that the blasting
and other work in· one of the cuts
cost $500,000, which may be so. I
don't vouch for it.

* * *

AT KENORA I HAD A SOCIable visit on the lake boat with
H. D. Miller, of Regina, who pitched for Grand Forks in the old 1
Northern baseball league some 35
years ago. A.s a boy he lived at
Bowesmont, then came to Grand
Forks to work for the International Harvester company, and being a
baseball enthusiast he signed up
with the local team. On a chilly
day, when two or three other pitchers had been retired, he was called on to pitch. Imperfectl:Y warmed up he threw a fast ball and in
doing so wrenched the ligaments
of his arm so that he has neve .
had proper use of the fingers of
his right hand since. That ended
his baseball career, which he
thinks may be just as w~ll. H~
moved up in the Harvester rank~
and traveled in that service for
several years. He has also had
some banking experience, and is
now retired. We found that we
had read many of the same books,
which established a point of contact.

* * *

I SHALL CLOSE THIS TRAVelogue with just a mention of the
municipal t~urist park at Fort
Frances, of which I had heard be
fore. We varied our program by
spending one night there. The par.k 1
is on the shore of Rainy lake, and
is equipped with comfortable cab
ins which ar.e rented at a reason
able price. There is a good bath
ing beach with a dance pavilion a
one end, but the pavilion is fa
enough from the cabins that th
quiet of the place is not disturb~
The place is well kept and a creii
to the city.

f

ONLY ONE AMERICAN" PUBlie holiday occurs in July, but various groups either here or abroad
have chosen July days for celebrations of one kind or another. The
first day of the
month is celebrated in Canada
as Dominion day,
th e anniversary
of the formation
of the Canadian
federation. T h e
4th, of course, is
American I n d ependence day. On
the 12th Orangemen in every
part of the world
where Irishmen
live and English
is spoken, comDavies
memorate the battle of the Boyne, in Ireland, where
the forces of James II were defeated by those of his son-in-law,
William III. The 15th is St. Swithin's day, and the 25th is the date of
the Jewish feat of Av.

·* * *

ST. SWITHIN'S DAY IS ASSOciated with the weather. The good
saint lived during the period of
the Saxon kings of England, and
in connection · with him and his
influence several popular legends
sprang up. One of those is expressed in the old English doggerel:
St. Swithin's day if thou dost rain
For forty days Jt will remain;
St. Swithin's day if thou be fair
For forty days 'twill rain na mair.
Like all other weather prognosticat!ons .of its type, this one is
thoroughly unreliable,
nevertheless there are still many who believe in it.

and one named Theodore Roosevelt had its season of popularity.
I don't know what are the biggest
ones grown now.

* NORTH
* * SHORE
FROM MY
trip I recall among other things
the Temperance river and its fine
waterfall. There has been some
curiosity over the name of this
river. One of the guide circulars
says that it is the only river along
the North Shore that has no bar
at its mouth. Perhaps that eplains
it.
Then there is the "town" of Ill_.
gen, which is given a place on the ·
maps, and of which one of the circulars says "Illgen. Population 7.
Can accommodate more." Somebody over there seems to have a
sense of humor.
* CURIOSITY
* *
ANOTHER
DIS- ,;
covered on that trip was a waitress who didn't know the nature of .
a tip. At a wayside eating place,
neat and tidy, a light lunch called
for a small payment to which was
added a few cents as a tip. The
girl . gathered up the change, started for the office with it, and returned, saying that she had been
overpaid. When the thing was explained she looked pleased, but ·
still puzzled. I wonder if there is
such another case on the continent.

* TO
* A* HIGHWAY
ACCORDING
safety publication there are only
four ·s tates, South Dakota, Wyoming, Louisiana and Florida which
have not driver license laws. A map
shows those four states in black
and all the others in white. That
makes it look as if we had made
considerable pr.ogress in licensing
*
drivers. The fact is, however, that
TWO GIANT PODS OF GAR- except as a means of collecting a
den peas were left at the office by .little revenue, many of· the license
Mrs. Elbert A. Swenson of Gilby, laws are worthless from the stand-\
who gathered them in Her garden. point of insuring the fitness of ·
· The pods· are about 6 inches long II drivers. The North Dakota law is .
! and as big around as a man's better than some, for although it ,
thumb, and each contains nine big calls for no preliminary examina-1\
fat peas. Mrs. Swenson did not in- tion, the license is forfeited, sec-~
, cFcate the variety to which her tion by section, for traffic viola- _,
peas belong. From my gardening tions, and the persistent violator
days I recall several large-podded will find himself without a license.
varieties. The Champion of Eng- The fellow who wants to keep his
land was long a favorite. T.hen license, therefore, has an incentive
came Telephone and Stratagem, to be on his good behavior.

* *

1
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FROM WHAT I HAVE

I

lUiiGULATIONli

co

of Governor DicklnsOD of Klchl· the management and w,e ot tile
gan I judge him to be a Well· federal
slum-clearing projects

meaning and simpJe..n;t.inded old contain provisions intended to re·
gentleman
strict the occupancy of dwelling!
a on e - tr a c k
in the projects to families of low
mind, who would
incomes. Many applicants have
be more at home
been rejected bec&use their ln·
in a rock In I
come.s are b',rher than the maxichair, with carmum preactlbed. In several caaea
pet suppers and
41fplb;atloll.l fl'IIIII families on rea palm-leaf fan
Ulf ai.- ~ A apeclfic case
than In the u:ls ~ ,it a lftl&. York family of
seven wh- income of iuoo II
&hove &be limit, making the
tor a dwelllng In
projects. The
joke ls that the family ls on relier and all of It.I Income 11 di-

..

*

reason for 1uppostn1
ere aa -poa1lble
bad been a relaxation of tho ten- corum under wlllch they
alon la that when our Amba.uador operated Blnce the fair ~
~ called on Premier Cham- Marcblng In close order they waded
.........., in Loadca the other day, through one of the lagoons, uni&Dcl the two apent an hour to- forms and au, with caps reversgether, they just taJke4 ~ the . ,
~ out.
All the
forthcoming pl'dea ~
leut, that's - , . ~ Jlllt
After all, ta pa'dea parti Glll't occUSOn,
come 0/lf lllcauae of. rain. 1 cllcln't aymbiinc "'"11'Ngularll:t Ul4 dlaaup~Ulat It ~ rala herd order.
•
- . w atop an English Sarden
party. Wh&t do they have umbrellas for! After his converaatlon with the p - i . A m ~
Kennedy called up w
It Isn't kn
to the prealdeJl.t
SecNtary
Hull, but the pre8WDpt1on la that
he reported about the garden
party. So the outlook for peace
must be lmprovu,a.

moet G(
aavagery. Ordlll&rll)' npreR
and control lt, and thua life la
made e11durable for ounelvu and
our n~hbora. But occas!Oll&lly
•
$
•
of. U1 throw off tho COIi.VOil•
ACCORDING TO ONE OF t!ona and momm.tarlly run berthe London papers the British aerli: Ul4
- ·_-t rlcllculoua
ambasaador t.. ~ .Ill
:1llllililit cll. Tile boJa
to establish contact wltll
'Up*-4 thlJIIMlvea
to find out jllSt what are his by wading throurh the pool with
terms for world peace. I suppose their shlrt-taile out. Havlnr thua
there ls no harm In talklnr It riven rein f~ tlMI moment to
over, but If tlMI amlNlaaaclor ca
. . C Tusan. they
find out az,.ythlq - - ~ ..._
dawn and conform to rul
from H!Uer he wll1 do better and regulat!Olll and be reapecthan anyone hU done yet. The table clt!&ena. A few yeara hence
trouble ls that no mae oa find aome of. tum will be teachlnr Ill
out from what Hitler saya today our oollepa, - . will be c
what he will do tomorrow. Time our bodlly IDs, IOllle wlll be try·
after time he hU made atate- 1n1 our la-ult.I, and some wlH
mtnt.l aa to hie purpoaea, IOlllll• occupy pulpits and tell ua what
.imea verbally and 10111etlme1 Ill la rood for our 1oula. And aome
writing, and within a matter of. ot. that ren•r&tloD. now addicted
j&ya or weeka he hU done exact- to w,upected pranke
wlll be
y what he had pledred himself pre.sldenta G( tha United State•
not to do. Hence what H!Uer aaya and supreme court judges, with
about his lntentlona doem't carry profound reverence for the conmuch weirht.
stltutlon.

THE MAYOR OF GLASGOW IS1ren having been fatally poisoned
visiting New York, and he is being by feasting on the pretty wild flow.
shown all the courte~y that the ers. Several cases of poisoning
. .
. .
. . ·
also occurred among French sold1gm ty of h1s position co~mands. diers ·during the Peninsular war
In England and
when soldiers whittled twigs of
Scotland the po
oleander with which to broil their
sitioti of -mayor,
meat over camp fires. The meat
while it does not
became saturated with the juices·
quite rank with
, of the plant and several deaths
that of king 01
occurred in consequence. In this
the realm, ls stilJ
country, where the oleander is
one of great , socultivated only as an ornamental
cial and cereplant, there is little danger of such
monial i m p o r· t·
casualties.
ance. The king ot
* OF ITS PROGRAM
AS A PART
Great Br i t a ..i n
for greater safety on the highways
cannot en t er tJ:ie
the National Safety council con,·
city of Lond~n
ducts schools for examiners for
p r o p e r without
drivers'
licenses.
J.
Standard
permission f r o r
Baker, in charge of that depart··
the lord mayor of
ment, says that many highway
the city, which
Davies
perm1ssiort, of course, has ~ot been accidents are due to what he calls
refnsed in recent years. Any Erl-· "ha.pl driving." He describes the~
tish mayor is quite an important ham driver as follows:
personage.
* MAKE ·up HIS
1. HE CAN'T
A
ELATED STORY OF THE mind as to what he wants to do
reception tc the king and queen soon enough, and depends upon his 1
at Winnipeg bears on this point. ability to do it only when he has
A man from North. Dakota or Min to.
2. He waits too long to get in to
nesota, holding no official position, wished to get as good a view the proper lane for turning. He's
of the royal personages as pos even likely to do this slowing down
sible. While it was known that after he gets in to the intersection
under the arrangements no for- or on the turn, ratlier than before.
3. He is oblivious to other trafeign persons were being presented,
He straddles lane lines as
this American citizen determined fic.
at least to get a good seat. Ap-· though he were the only driver on
proaching some person in authority the road. In extreme cases he can
in ~uch matters he introduced him.. be found completely over on the
self 1ravely as the mayor of Black left side of the highway. He is
Duck. That did the business. All not intentionally being a road hog.
mayors must be shown every court- He simply drifts over unconesy. The· ogus mayor was prop-- sciously.
4. He zooms out of a parking·
erly seated, and he had a whale of
position at the curb with no regard
a time.
for. traffic that may be coming )
*
THE OLEANDER,
ONCE ONE from behind. Again, he is just
of the most popular flowering th0ughtless, rather than vicious.
5. He makes a "good enough''
shrubs, has become comparatively
rare. It was popular, not in the turn signal. He lets his hand
sense thac it was to be found in dangle or flutter aimlessly from
most homt s, but that it was gen- the window and following traffic
erally admired, and specimens were doesn't know whether he's signa1..
to be found in at least one or two ing a turn, flicking ashes from a 1
homes in almost every country vil- cigaret or waving at someone on
lage. I have just been examining the sidewalk.
one at the home of Harvey Jeffrey,
6. He turns around and talks to
408 Cherry street, which has been others in the car as he drives, inloaded with magnificent pink blos-· stead of keeping his eyes on the
soms. I did not learn the age of road.
the plant, but it stands well over
7. He is guilty of bad posture.
six feet in height, and is of a He slouches behind the wheel,
symmetrical tree shape. As the sticks his left elbow out the winoleander will not stand exposure dow.
out of doors in our cold winters
8. He is a one-·hand wheeler.
it is stored in the basement, and This is different from one--armed
it must have been a source of joy driving in which a girl usually ocfor many years.
cupies the other arm. In one··hand
wheel~ng the driver keeps only one
*
THE OLEANDER
IS NATIVE hand on the wheel, the other rests
of the Mediterranean countries, in his lap, hangs out the window
where, in some sections, it grows or holds a cigar, pipe or cigaret.
wild in profusion. Its juices con- He has nowhere near the control
tain a poisonous element, and in or leverage he needs in an emerg-·
Spain there are stories of child- ency.

* *

*

* *

* *

* *

* *

I

A GROUP OF YOUNGSTERS which we thought ver~ humerous. \
on New York's lower East Side Boys were boys in those days; very
much as they are now.
have been using a vacant space for
a playground, for which they built
their own ~quipment. When the
ho t w eat h e r
came
on
they
felt the need for
a swimming pool.
They had no pool
but they had a
big sand box.
They dumped out
the sand, calked
the seams of the
box with bits of
rags, sprea.d a
canvas inside and
turned
on the
water. It wasn't
much of a swimming pool, Lut it
Da,·le-s
an s w er e d the
purpose, and it was the work of
their own hands.

* * *

TORONTO PAPER PUBlishes an interview with Colonel
Harry Cockshutt, former lieutenant governor of Ontario and for
many years head of the Cockshutt
Plow Company, Canada's largest
producer of agricultural implements. Colonel Cockshutt told the
reporter that as a small boy he
talked over the first telephone in
. the world, that at the family home
of the inventor near Brantford, the
home of the ·cockshutt family. At
about that time I worked in the
store of Colonel Cockshutt's father,
and I recall well the interest which
, was slowly developing in the telephone, about which most persons
knew nothing whatever.
A

* * *

OYER .AT FORT FRANCES, IN
the mu.n icipal camp, I came. across
some trees that puzzled me. In
general they resembled the ash,
but the bark was a bluish white,
and among the foliage there were
·closters of what looked like black
berries. I found, however, that
they were not berries, but apparently the dried and hardened remains of blossoms. Many of them
had dropped off and were lying on
the ground. I made several inquiries, some of local people, ·without
result, but at length I was told that
the trees were blue ash, something
entirely new to :me. Back east I
had been familiar with black ash
and white ash, but never heard of
any other kind. There are no such
trees in this vicinity, although Fort
Frances is only a short distance
away.

*

* *

NEW YORK AND ADJOINING
states are having a continuation of
the drouth which has existed there
most of the summer. Precipitation
in New York City for the first 19 1
days of July was only .06 inches, '
the lowest for the period since the
keeping of records was begun in
1871.· All farm crops have suffered
and many are ruined. Many New
Jersey farmers are hauling -·,ater
for their cattle, wells having 'gone
dry. We are more fortunate in
North Dakota. While the general
average precipitation in North Dakota is somewhat below par, every
section of the state has had at
l ea s t moderately good rains.
*
*
Grand Forks and its immediate
AMONG THE COMMODITIES vicinity have been too dry during
handled in the Cockshutt store July, but there have been good
was lead pipe, an one rainy after- rains all around us.
noon some. of the frivolous-minded
*
clerks rigged up a "telephone" in
THE CHICAGO DAILY NEWS
one of the upper rooms of the says that the practice of supplying
store. About 100 feet of: lead pipe salt pellets to employes during hot
was rolled out, straightened and weather has entirely · eliminated
attached to a . blank wall. A small heat prostrations in the Chicago
handful of flour was inserted in plant of Armour and company. Tabone end of the pipe, which was lets are placed beside drinking
carefully wiped off to remove fountains and employes are encourtraces of the flour. A selected vie- aged to take one or two every time .
tim would be asked if he had ever they take · a drink of water. Phys- 1
listened to a telephone, and when iologists have learned that heavy
he answered that he hadn't he perspiratJon means a great loss of .
would be told that we had one up- salts from the body, with more or
stairs, and wouldn't he like to try· less severe disturbance of the deliit. If willing he was led to the cate chemical balances. This salt
proper place and told to place his j loss, rather than the heat, is reear about half an inch from the I sponsible for so-called heat prospipe and listen while his persecu-1' tration, it is said. The practical
ter went to the other end of the application of this research disroom and talked. A vigorous puff l qovery now utilized in many inat the other end of the pipe plug-I dustrial plants protects thousands
ged the victim's ear with flour, of workers daily.

I

*

* *

I

WHEN ONE GOES SIGHTSEE- portunity to spread herself At th
ing much of his enjoyment de- same time I feel a little s~rry fotj
pends on his point of view and anyone who can't accept things atr
sense of proportion. On our recent btheirt own v~Iue and who can find
.
eau Y and mterest only on those
trip along the north shore of Lake things that are big and spectacuSuperlor we met Iar and can be seen without the
a lady from Ore- trouble' of getting o-qt of one's car
gon who was
* * *
making a part of A BULLETIN ISSUED BY THE
the s am e trip Canadian government says that
with a party of during the early summer of this
friends. Our lit- year more than sixteen tons of
tie gr o u p met medical and surgical supplies were
theirs at various , sent into the great northland for
places of more or treatment of the maladies of the
less interest, wa- Indians in that vast territory. As
terfalls, preclpi- the Indian population between the
tous rocks, and Yukon river and the Labrador
so f o r th, and boundary is estimated at 18 000 the
comments on the quantity of medical and ~ur~ical
scenery were ex- supplies sent In by the government
changed. Som e- would amount to almost two
times, in order to pounds per person. Those supplies
get the best view of what was to reach their destination by railway,
be seen, It was necessary to leave steamer, airplane and canoe. AIthe highway for a little dil!1tance though the plane has supplanted
and follow a path over rocks and the canoe for much of the norththrough the woods. The Oregon western transportation, the canoe
lady wished It understood that in remains an important means of
Oregon they have their waterfalls transportation. The bulletin says
r.ight along the highway where that the supplies are made up in
they can be seen without the trou- strong packages weighing not
ble of leaving the car, much less more than 80 pounds each, and
wandering through the woods. She where portages are necessary the
gave me that information in per- Indian canoeman will take three
son five or six times, and she re- of these and trot with them
peated it In detail to others of our around rapids or other obstrucparty. I suppose she told it to ev- tlons. On one river east from Lake
eryone whom she met, and during Winnipeg 30 portages are necesa drive of 110 miles she must have sary. The river is not named, but
repeated it 20 times or more. Be- I assume that It is Berens river,
fore it was over we were fed up which rises in the rugged countr
on Oz:egon.
some 200 miles east of the lake
* *
Two years ago at the lake landin
I WAS REMINDED OF AN IN- an old Indian told me of about 40
cident at the first street fair held portages that are necessary to
in Grand Forks, 'which must have reach the source of the river.
been about 1904-I haven't checked up on the date. It was an agrlSENDING MEDICINE TO INj cultural fair, held in I.ate Sep- dians is a humane and philanthrotember or early October. All the pie work, but one is tempted to ask
exhibits w.ere shown In booths set what became of all the secret and
on the sidewalks. Each business magic Indian remedies which once
concern in the down town district were so popular. And what has
provided one or more booths, built become of the former army of !tin front of its own business place, lnerant medicine vendors? It Isn't
and Third street and DeMers ave- many years since the traveling
nue were well lined with such medicine man was a familiar figbooths. They were all well fllled ure in every town. Sometimes he
with farm products, examples of was alone, sometimes accompanied
cookery, needlework and handl- by someone made up to represent
craft, such things as are usually Buffalo Bill, Pawnee Bill or some
shown at country fairs. The ex- other famous character. Sometimes
,hibits were excellent in quality, and he had a tent with stage, seats
their number taxed the capacity and a vaudeville outfit and att of the booths.
With the music, tracted customers by giving a free
games and other entertainment show. But his business was that of
provided it made a good fair. The selling medicine which was guarattendance was good, and every- anteed to cure pretty much everybody-or nearJy everybody-had a thing from consumption to corns.
good time.
The familiar story that his grand*
father, having befriended an old
ONE AFTERNOON I MOVED Indian sage, had received from the
\vith the milling crowd down the Indian the secret of a combination
street, admiring the number and of roots and herbs from which was
quality of the exhibits. Near me, distllled a llquid of marvelous
and traveling in the same direc- curative properties which he was
tlon, was a corpulent lady with a now generously offering to the
powerful voice who had evidently public at the nominal price of
attended the world's fair in Chi- cents, or six bottles for a dollar.,
cago, which was then quite re- Actually the stuff was put up by
cent. To those of her own com- some druggist at a cost of a few
pany, and all others witkin hearing cents a gallon, The medicine man
she proclaimed occasionally that with his ro"ts and herbs and his
"this wasn't to be compared with story o" T
~ .,
magic seems to
the world's fair in Chicago." I sup- ha- cl
·-- i 'the Indian
pose that she, too, enjoyed the ls 'I- ,
"Uodem medstr.eet fair, for it gave her s.n op- ici
, folks.

*

* * *

* *
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THE BRIGHTEST FIGURE IN those .ideas to be fanciful and un. the planet founded.
the sky the_se nights 1s
* *
' Mars, .which, because of its ruddy
HOWEVER, RECENT OBSERcolor, has always been associated vations made in the clear atmoswith · the thought of war. Mars is phere of a mountain top in South
Africa seem to indicate the presnow near that
ence of vegetation on Mars and ·
point in its orbit
suggest the possibility of the exwhich brings it istence there of some other forms
c I o s e s t to the of life. Tnat Mars has anything
earth, a mere 36,- corresponding to human _ life is
000,000
m i 1 e s thought highly improbable, as our
away, which, as- human life, and much of our other
tronomically con- animal life would be \mpossible
sidered, is just there because of the rarity of the
across the street. atmosphere, the scarcity of water
A .few centuries and other factors which are
ago that near known to exist. But vegetation is
approach of the life, and if life in any form exists
planet would have on Mars, as it does on this earth,
been accepted as the implication is that life has exa certain sign of isted, does exist or will exist on
wars which were myriads of other planets which are
na,-·tes
to envelope the beyond the reach of our most powearth. Probably many of those who erful telescopes.
feel certain that another world
* *
war is to start not later than
ONE WRITER, COMMENTING
September will have their belief on the tenth anniversary of the
strengthened
by · the
unusual signing of the Kellogg peace pact
brightness of Mars in the south- observes that the pledge which the
ern sky.
nations made to abstain from war
* * *
had not yet been broken, and that ,
ASTRONOMERS AS WELL AS no nation has yet disavowed the
soothsayers . are watching Mars pact and withdrawn its signature.
with interest because they have The writer points out that in her
now their best opportunity to sat- two invasions of China since tho
isfy themselves concerning certain comp'a ct was made, Japan has not
things which have been in doubt. formally declared war, and that
It has been established that Mars, Italy's invasion of Ethiopia wa.s
being much smaller than the earth, technically merely a colonial expehas passed more r~pidly through dition. He might have a<:Ided that
the cooling and aging process to Germany's absorption of her neighwhich all the planets are subject- bors and their territory was ated The question whether or not tended by no declaration of war,
there exists on Mars intelligent and, from that standpoint, by no
life comparable to the human life violation of the peace pact.
that inhabits the earth has long
* * *
. been debated. Certain scientists
HOWEVER, THE WRITER'S
have held that the "men" on Mars idea that there has been no techhave risen to a higer level of in- nical violation· of the pact will
telligence than their neighbors on scarcely stand up when subjected
the earth, being forced to that to closer examination. The nations
higher level by the need of adapt- signing the Kellogg Pact, which ining themselves to more difficult eludes almost all of them, renouncnatural conditions in order to sur- ed war as an instrument of nationvive. Certain markings on the sur- al policy, and since then no naface of the planet, dimly seen j tion has formally declared war.
through the telescope, have been But the nations also pledged themheld to be gigantic canals built by selves to seek settlement of their
those supermen to conduct the differences only by peaceful means,
scant supply of water from the and while the nations may not
melting snows at the poles to areas have made war in the literal
where it could be used for irriga- sense, several ·of them have not
tion. Most scientists today believe ke,)t the peace.

*

*

1·

, SPEAKING OF P I O N .~ E R the usual interest charged
days, E. L. Dows, of Grand. ~orks,' sort of loan, and on top of that
thinks he . has established at ·1east t.... . ere · was likely to be a commission running as hig:ti as the traffic
one record unique in North Da- would bear. Some men became rich
1 kota. In the early .days he home- lending money at such
rates, but
steaded in Cass money lending was pretty much a
county, and, as gamble, and often neither principal
he expresses it, nor interest was collected.
dug his own eel* * *
lar and built his
A LONDON DISPATCH ANown shack. A few nounces the death of Sir Dan Godyears later he frey, famous bandmaster and for
and his neigh- 40 years director of the municipal
b O r s organized orchestra at Bournemouth, Engthe township in land. I hadn't seen his name, or
which their farms thought of it, for years, but the
were
situated, announcement of his death recalled
and which was, at once his visit with his band to
and still is, call- Grand Forks about 1904. He was
ed Dows town- already famous in Great Brit~irt,
ship. Two years where he had been director of the
ago he attended London Military band. A. C. Math..
the 50th annual er, a fine old Scot, was then Iivh" h h ing in Grand Forks, and I rememmeeting in the township w ic
e her the enthusiasm with which he
had helped to organize, and with learned that Britain's most fa-him were his son and grandson.
mous bandmaster was to visit the
* * *
city.
MR. DOWS IS THE ONLY
* * *
survivor of the original settlers in
SIR DAN GODFREY'S CADows township. Approaching 84 reer pre·s ents an example of what
years of age he is sound in wind music can do for a community in
and limb, regular in his habits, a material way. When Dan Godand still a shrewd observer of the frey was a young man Bournepassing show. He tells of two in- mouth was a rather obscure Engcidents in which he refused to be lish watering place, with no claim
short changed. In a territorial ho- to distinction and no special attel he asked for a 10 cent cigar tractiveness. Some attempt at muand tendered a silver dollar. The sic had been made, but without
clerk handed him the cigar and much success. Godfrey established
80 cents change. "How come?' ask- a permanent orchestra there and
ed the customer. The clerk replied made the city one of the leading
that they were discounting all silv- year-round centers of Brita.in. A
er 10 per cent. "You hand that dol- local resident said recently that
lar back" said Mr. Dow. "It's worth Godfrey had been worth several
100 cents." He got the right pennies to the pound in the tax
change. Some years later, when he levied on every citizen of the comIwent to cash a county warrant munity.
1 he
found the same clerk behind
* * *
the desk in the courthouse. He
WHEN GODFREY'S BAND,
. presented his warrant and was which was then attired in kilts,
given the amount for which it was to appear in Grand Forks,
called, less 10 per cent. He in- the only available date was a
quiri~d why, and was told that Sunday. Public entertainments in
because of shortage of funds all theaters on Sunday were prohibitwarrants were being so discounted. ed. But everybody wanted to hear
"You register that warrant and Dan Godfrey's band. So the progive it back to me," said Mr. gram was billed as a sacred conDows, "and when the county has cert, and in that disguise it got by.
enough money to pay it, let me The numbers were such as would
know and I'll come and get it." have been played on Tuesday or
He got the other 10 per cen~.
Thur.sday night, and included some .
excellent highland dances. I never
* * *
IN THOSE EARLY DAYS 10 learned that anyone's morals were
per cent was ,a familiar figure, impaired by attending. Personally,
though 12 per cent may have been I thought I got something of a
more usual. Twelve per cent was spiritual uplift'.
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